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Some of Ihe difficultks in our present understanding of the origin of \'Un.awa)' stars and expanding cIusters are
briefly discussed; an alternati"e explanation ror these phenomena is proposed here as Ihe rcsult of dynamical inter.
actions during the collapse of small cluslers of massi"e stars. The initial conditions of the collapse are discussed amI
justified in terms or current ideas on star fOl'lnation. amI the dynamical e"olution of :;4 cases of collapsing clusters
(containing " amI (j stars) is follo",etl 11IImerically. Ont of these ,,4 cases .1 total of 38 Hm.away stars were formed
",ith "elocilies larger than 3:; km/sec amI np to 18:; km sec ",ith percentages of prodll(:tion Ihat go as high as 15'\.
of the slars in"ol\etl in different clnsters. Approximatel) one half of the \'Un.awa)' stars are produced logether with
a second star ha"ing positi"e energy and running in opposite d¡¡eclion. T\\'el"e cltlsters ejected at least one half of
their stars wit h posit i\'e energy.

Sumario

Se disuuen bre\'emenle algunas de las dificultades que actualmente s~ tienen p:lra explicar el origcn de las estre.
lIas desbocadas y dc los cínnnlos en cxpansión. Se proponc una cxplicación altcrnat h a para estos fenÚmcnos. como re.
sultado de las intera,cioncs din;ímicas durante el colapso '!e t:Ínllu]os pequelios de estrellas mash'as. Las condiciones ini.
ciales para el colapso se discnten y se jnstifican con 'hase en las ideas actnales aceITa de la fOl'lnaciÚn de las estrel:as.
Se ha calculado numí'ricamente la e"oluciÚn din:ímica de 54 cÚmnlos en colapso. De estos 54 cÚmulos se formaron un
total tle 38 estrellas deshocadas con "elocidades mayores de !\,' km/seg. y hasta de IR; km/seg. El porcenlaje de dcsho.
cadas respecto al nÚmero total de eSlrellas en los di"ersos cÚmulos 1IC!~a al ]5'\,. Aproximadamente la mitad de las des.
bocadas se produjeron acompaliad IS por ütra estrella con energía positha eSGlp;índose en dirección opuesta. En doce cÚ.
mulos la mitad (o m;\s) de las eslrellas se fugaron con enclgia positi\'a.

It is known 1"01'many years that clusters Oe young massive slars are I"requenLiy in expansion ami
that occasionally some 01' their motions are rather violenl, as it is the case 01' the OB stars that "run
away" from young clusters and associations with speeds which range I'rom 30 - 40 kmjsec up to
190 kmjsec. A very impressive example 01" a cluster expanding with a small time scale is the Trape-
zium in the Orion nebula ((Jt Orionis) 1'01'which Parenago (1953) found an age of expansion of
10,000 years. Also from Orion we have afine example 01' 3 run-away stars: AE Aurigae, ¡.l Columbae
ami 53 Arietis 01" which the first two "run away" in almosl opposite directions from a point very close
to the Orion nebula (Blaauw and Morgan, 1954) while 53 Arietis seems to have been produced again
in Orion but in a dillerent event. .

The explanalions that have been proposed 1'01'lhese phenomena rest basically on some explosive
event. Thus, 1'01' instance Ambartzumian (1955) has suggested that prestellar matter at nuclear den-
sities may become unstable leading to the formation d expanding clusters; run-away stars would be
related also lo the instability 01" prestellar matter. On a difl'erent vein, Blaauw (1961) ami Zwicky
think that the rapid ejection 01' matter by the primary component 01' a massive double star can release
the secondary with velocities in the range needed to explain the run aways. In Blaauw's model the
explosive event is identified with a supernova 01' I yp:: 11. which would havl' to eject more than
100 1\10'

As Blaauw has pointed out, il' young stars ami nebulae are the result 01' the instabilities of
dense prestellar bodies, the former shouhl not show a concentration towards the galactic plane. Such
a concentration is the result 01' gas dynamics, which does nol hold Ior dense prestellar bodies. In Iact
young stars ami nebulae should, then, be dislributed more like population 11. On the other hantl
the supernova theory, clearly, cannot explain the expanding motions 01' the ()1 Orionis stars, 1'01'there
is no evidence oI such a young SN' remnant ins:de the Orion nebula. Furthermore the spectroscopic
ami photometric behavior 01' supernovae 01' type 11 al maximum light -and Ihe energy content of
their remnants- do not support such large mass ejections (Poveda, 19(4). ~

In view 01' the above difficulties we have attempted to give an alternalivc explanation to the
run away stars ami the expanding clusters by showing that lhey may originale as the result oI dy-
namical interactions during the collapse of small cIusters of massive slars. In lhis note we want lO
report some preliminary results of our computations, leaving for a forthcoming papel' a more ex-
ten sive and detailed discussion on the whole problem.

The point 01" departure, in our model, corresponds lo Pottasch's most pointed bright rims
(dass 4) amI Bok's densest G-globules for which Poltasch (1962) has estimatetl the number densitv
in lhe non-ionized part as ti = 1.8 X 106 atomsjcm:l; for a radi.us oI curvatllre oe 2.5 X 104 A.U.
their masses are about 100 M0' At a temperature of 100 °K it can readily be verified that 2T + Q «O
(T: kinetic energy, Q: potential energy) a\1(1 hence such structures, as Pottasch himself has remarked,
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musl be in rapid graviLalional c011lraction. The den;e G-globules should be cOl1lracling al conslal1l
lemperalure since lheir cooling rates, that go as n~, are capable of removing all the heat thal is re-
lea sed by lhe gravitalional contraction (Cameron, 1965); in fact, what might ha ve started as a gentle
conlraction wiII accelerale to the point of nearly free fall collapse. This situation will proceed until
the globule becomes opaque to its own radiation. Al this moment lhe energy released by the contrac-
lion is not 10Sl so readily to the interstellar space but rather it is sLOred as heat; lhis builds up a
pressure which in turn halts lhe collapse. From H:tyashi's (1965) resulLs one can eSlimale lhal the
radius al which such a G-cloud becomes opaque LOil own radialion is 2,000 A.U. At this radius the
G-cloud will probably be again in gentle contractio.1 in view 01' lhe increased conlribulion 01' the
magnetic pressure and lhe angular momentum which also oppose lhe collapse.

In the second stage, at which this cloud has become opaque lo iLs own radiation a\l(1 is charac-
lerized by a radius of 2,000 A.U., the density (n c-- 3.6 X ]()Hjcm=:) is so high lhat conditions are
mosl favorable for fragmentation inlo individual proto-stars. The first prolo-slars lO be lormed are
lhe most massive ones; in fact, fragments with a radius of 1,000 A.U. ami a mass of 50 M0 give
2T + .QLO (taking for the LOtal kinetic ami magnetic energies lwice lhe lhermal energy corres-
ponding to 100 °K). One can fit approximately up to (j such proLO-stars inside a G-globule WiL'l
r = 2,000 A.U. amI if no funher fragmentation lakes place these p:eces will evolve inlo O-type
stars.

The second stage suggests that, if lhe fragmentalion resulLs only in a few massive prolo-slars,
lhesc, upon funher collapse, wiII disconnect lhem~elves from the rest of the cIoud and will begin
lo move like independent bodies following orbits in the cluster's field 01' force. For the purpose of
describing the funher dynamical evolution of such a slar cluster we have performed the numerical
inlegration of several idealized n-body problems (11 = 5,6) wilh initial conditions as suggested by
lhe last slage previously described. The initial condilions have been laken as follows:

i) As suggested by lhe geometry of the fragmentalion mentioned above, we take the cenlers of mass
01" lhe proto-stars in symmetric configuralions; for inslance, il" we have 4 prolo-slars we take their
cenlers of mass at the venices or a regular tetrahedron amI so lhat their distances lo the center of
mass of lhe cluster are 1,000 A.U. If we have 6 pro:o-stars we put them by pairs on each one of the
axes 01" a cartesian system placing them symetrically with respect to the origin and again al a dis-
lance of 1,000 A.U. from the renter 01' the configuration.

ii) The initi;1 velocities are taken at random, with each one 01" lhe components having lhe sam~
probabilily within :!:: v; cases were considered witll y 3 v = I km/sec, 0.5 km/sec and 0.1 km/sec.
iii) The masses of the parLicles ,(re all the same and equal to 50 i\I0; cases 01"5 amI 6 panicles have
been lrea ted.

The hypothesis that small cIuslers 01' massive slars Illay begin wiLhin vol times 01" 2,000 A. U.
radius is supponed by th~ syslem (jl Orionis, which at the present time has 6 slars (M = 100 1\10)
within a sphere with a radius or 5,000 A.U.; it is quite easy to extrapolale backward and to imagine
lhat some 6,000 years ago this expanding cluster W.IS w!lhin a radius of 2,000 A.U. Funhermore the
magnitudes of the initial velocilies are consistenl Wil~l a) lhe speed of sound at 100 °K, b) the velocity
dispersion in HI regions amI c) the velocity dispers :on or slars in galactic cIusters. In lhe Pleiades
for instance 0, = 0.8 km/sec (Limber, 19(2).

The problem of numerical integralion 01" lhe equalions 01' mOlion follows von Hoerner's
(1960) pioneer discussion, with the following changes relevanl to lhe present problem: von Hoerner's

I ( VI )lime step 1" is taken here equal lO - -8 (1, mili where v, amI a, are respeclively lhe velocily and the

acceleration 01" the ilh slar; the index min means lhat we lake lhe smallest ratio among the TI stars;
for Ihe micro interval LJ t = 1"/ fl. we take fl. = 7. In onler LO check the accuracy ¡¡nd Ihe stability

.
I I

. 1 (V' )ef lhe romputatIons, some cases lave >een repealed WHh 1" = --;- - ami fl. = 14. Experiencelb a, mi"

has shown thal the LOtal energy E is lhe mosl sensilive parameler lo lhe growlh of the errors; most
LJE . f I I .

of our cases had errors - < 2 X 10-3. All the compulatlOns were per orme< at t le computll1g
E

center of the National University of Mexico with a Bendix G-20.

The initial conditions described before lead to a collapse of the pro lo clusler yielding close
encounters a\l(1 strong dynamical interactions; on occasions the encounters are doser than 4 A.U. and
frequently the time steps LJ t of integration are shorter than a day. Every 500 years and sometimes
more frequently, we printed lhe results for each star, i.e. the position, the velocity amI the energy.
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\Vhen a star acqllired positive energy with a velocity larger than 35 k!ll/sec am! at a distance -from
the center of mass- larger than 8,000 A. U., we stopped the complltatlOn of the case am! called the
star a "rlln-away"; such a star will continue to move outwards practically undistllrbed by the rest
of the cluster, making useless any further numerical integration.

Table 1

Initial Coordinates (A.U.)

x y

577.35
-577.35

000.00
000.00
000.00

z
Distance to

Center of Mass

1: -333.15
2: -333.15
3: 667.50
4: - 0.60
5: - 0.60

-225.17
-225.17
-225.17

000.00
675.50

695.00
695.00
705.00

0.60
676.00

Initial Velocities (km/sec)

v, v

1: -0.0367
2: -0.2755
3: 0.0090
4: 0.0884
5: 0.2148

-0.0506
0.1739

-0.0139
-0.1710

0.0607

-0.0619
-0.1978

0.1769
0.2715
0.1651

0.088
0.381
0.178
0.324
0.278

Initial Energies

1: -1.8045 X )047 ergs
2: -1.8038 X 1047 "
3: -1.8022 X )047 "

Total initial energy of the cluster: -1.9115 X 1047 ergs.

4: -2.5605 X 1047 cr~s
5: -1 :8536 X 1047

Final Coordinates (A.U.)

Final Energies

1: -34.704 X 1047 ergs
2: -32.483 X 1047 "
3: 23.9)0 X 1047 "

Total final energy of the cluster: -4.9122 X 1047 ergs.

4: -4.46941 X )047 ergs
5: 0.98023 X 1047

We ha ve computed some 18 cases of 5 stars and 36 cases of 6 stars. From the results of the
computations it appears rather easy to produce run-away stars through the collapse of a small cluster.
Certainly the behavior of these collapsing clusl¡ers should be quite different from that of quasi-sta-
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Distance to
x y z Center of 1\1ass

1: 1975.71 700.55 -80,1.28 2245.22
2: 1977.10 687.08 -804.44 2242.36
3: -7153.98 -2412.30 2661.94 8005.30
4: 1879.24 634.12 -753.22 2121.56
5: 1321.91 390.54 -300.02 1410.67

Final Velocities (l(1n/SN)

v. V. v, v

f: 5.9651 20.3611 -2.2456 21.3355
2: 26.0747 -12.9262 9.0864 30.4884
3: -61.9877 -20.8940 23.1072 69.3755
4: 9.3144 6.2195 -23.0817 25.6555
5: 20.6335 7.2395 -(i.8662 22.9194
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tionary clusters ami, in raet, the frequeney of high veloeity ejections compared lo the dassieal "evapo-
ration" clearly confirms the expectation. Out 01' these 54 cases we have [ound 38 run away stars,
01' which one was expelled with a velocity as high as ]85 km/sec.

A typical case 01' 5 stars is shown in Table I where the initial positions ami ve]ocities are listed.
as well as the positions and ve]ocities after 927 years; this case is shown in projection in figures ] ami 2.
The general results are summarized in Tab]e 2.

From the study 01' the results the 10Jlmving can be statetl:

a) Low initial velocities -as expected- yield higher percentages 01' run-aways, antl higher ve]ocities.

b) About one half 01' the run-away stars are accompanied by another star ejected approximately in
the opposi te tlirection; in genera] the velocity 01' the "opposite star" is large, but below the 35 km /
sec limit. However, there are several cases where the 2 stars that are ejected in opposite directio:1S
have velocities larger than 35 km/sec.

c) The percentagc o[ run-aways producetl is up to 15C¡;,01' the stars that participate in the various
clusters. This percenta~e i, be]ow the 2()Cj~ found by Blaauw 1'01' the O stars and still lower than
the 25% found by Vitrichenko, Gershberg, and Metik (1965); our percentage could however be in-
ueased by taking larger masses, 1'01' instance 70 11,1o,which is the average mass o[ the run-away stars
01' type O in Blaauw's list.

d) vVe have found 12 cases 01' expanding dusters, i.e. clusters where at least one half of the stars
acquire positive and escape. Several clusters were founcl where, after the collapse, only a cIo~;e binary
was le[t ami the remaining stars escaped with positive energy.

e) The time scale 01' the event is very brief; since the run aways are producetl around the mínimum
raclius 01' the cluster, the important events occur around 500 years after the beginning. The quali-
tative behavior 01' the cluster is stabilized after 2,000 - 3,000 years.

f) Most 01' the run aways procluced are single stars, which is also consistent with Blaauw's findings.

g) It is interesting to realize that we start with a cluster having a total negative energy ami that
this energy is conserved (within 2-3 X lO-:I); however, the energies 01' the individual stars which also
start being negative vary enormously. Obviously the positive energies 01' the ejected stars are CO:TI-
pensated by the negative energies 01' the close pairs that are formed.

The results prescnted here suggest that a sin~le mechanism inspired by current ideas on stellar
[ormation may explain most o~' the run away stars, expanding clusters, as well as a sizable fraction
01' the close pairs with separations in the range 01' a few astronomical units.

"Ve are very pleased to acknowletlge the unusual facilities grantetl to us by MI'. S. F. Beltrán,
director of the Computing Center, as well as by various members of its personnel, particularly Messrs.
R. Castañeda, A. Carrillo and U. Beltdn.
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Table 2

N UInber of stars Number of ncn N 11mber of
I}(:r cluster alld NUll1ber of away stars and Number of stars expanding
¡11¡ t:a I vd OC¡t ¡es clusters their percentages I'/I/I/Iing opposi/e clusters

5 (,).5 km/sec) 9 7 (15.3%) 1

5 (1.0 km/sec) 9 1 ( 2.0%) 1

6 (0.1 km/sec) 1 1 (]7.0%) °
6 (0.5 km/sec) 21 ]8 (]3.0%) 6
6 (l.O km/ sec) 14 11 (]3.1%) 4


